Flashing Hawkeye
Wind powered flashing deterrent with mirrors

● Constantly spinning visual deterrent.
● Large multi-angled mirrors give a powerful
flash of reflected light from the sun or even a
full moon.
● Many species deterred by the vibrant
coloured predator’s eyes alone.
● Revolves in just a breath of wind. Movement
makes it effective even on dull days.
● Silent.
● No running costs. No batteries.
● Ideal for arable crops, horticulture, soft fruit,
vineyards, fish farms, municipal rubbish tips,
kitchen gardens.
● Protects pheasant poults and free range
poultry from predators.
● Deters deer from forestry plantations and
gardens.

Now you see me

● Perfect compliment to all audible and
ultrasonic bird deterrents.
● Easily assembled and moved - especially
with optional driving tool/post remover.
● Optional low profile board for high wind
locations with special bracket for mounting
on buildings.

Now you don’t
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Now you do

The Flashing Hawkeye with Mirrors comprises a thermoformed aerofoil
shaped board which is secured in a bracket mounted on the top of a post which
revolves in the lightest wind on high quality sealed bearings. Hanging downwards
from the same bracket is a multi angled series of reinforced high impact mirrors
shaped like a lampshade which rotate with the aerofoil board.
As the Flashing Hawkeye revolves in the wind it
reveals an image of a pair of menacing eyes and
a vibrant coloured predator’s eyes in contrasting
colours on either side which gives a blinking effect
as it rotates. At the same time the mirrors provide
a powerful and very eye catching flash which can
be seen at great distances thus protecting large
acreages. In conditions of bright sunlight this can
be the equivalent to looking directly at the sun, but
even on more overcast days and at dawn it reflects
sufficient light to be significantly eye-catching. It can
also be effective at night under a full moon when it
can resemble a flash from a powerful torch.

Questions and tips
How do I install it vertically? Hold a
spirit level on adjacent sides of the
ground spike. Final adjustment with
the four adjustable locking screws
on the turning mechanism.
Will it stay upright in strong winds?
Yes. Extra fins on the ground spike
add to stability.
How can I move the spike? Simply
lever under the box shoulder of
the spike using a long metal bar or
post, making sure that the leverage
is firm by putting a brick or stone in
between the ground and the bar/
post. Alternatively and more easily
with the aid of the optional driving
tool cum post remover.

The optional driving tool + crossbar/post remover
Is there any maintenance? Just
is a heavy bar with a cross bar fitted through one
The power of the mirror
check the vertical alignment
end which provides an easy way of driving the
regularly.
post into the ground by pumping the bar up and down in the mouth of the post.
Just as importantly it enables the spike to be moved without resort to lever bars
and spades. This is achieved by inserting the crossbar through the side of the metal ground spike providing a horizontal
surface against which to swing upwards with the heavy bar and the spike then lifts out with comparative ease.
Flashing Buddha Eyes
An effective alternative to
the Flashing Hawkeye is the
Flashing Buddha Eyes. As
with the electronic devices
that use constantly changing
sounds to deter birds the
effectiveness of these wind
powered visual birdscarers
can be re-invigorated by
changing the board or
having a mixture of both
types in the same area.

The Flashing Hawkeye
can be mounted with a
roof mounting unit.
This is suitable for roofs of
factories, office buildings
and other high structures
where birds are not
wanted and is particularly
effective in built up areas
and industrial sites.
It is easy and quick to
install.

Technical specifications
Standard board

59 x 27 cms

Weight of standard board

1 kg

Low profile board

59 x 22 cms

Weight of low profile board

0.85 kg

Mirror dimensions

46 x 16 cms

Weight of mirror

1.4 kgs

Length of spike

65 cms

Weight of spike

1.7 kgs

Height of post

92 cms (3 ft)

Weight of turning mechanism

0.5 kg

Height of short roof mounted post

44 cms

Weight of post

1.8 kg

Roof mounting bracket

40 x 10 x 10cms Weight of short roof mounted post
Weight of mounting bracket
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